The Duty to Give to the World’s Poor
By Peter Singer
Some Facts
Consider these facts: by the most cautious estimates, 400 million people lack the
calories, protein, vitamins and minerals needed for a normally healthy life.
Millions are constantly hungry; others suffer from deficiency diseases and from
infections they would be able to resist on a better diet. Children are worst
affected. According to one estimate, 15 million children under five die every
year from the combined effects of malnutrition and infection. In some areas,
half the children born can be expected to die before their fifth birthday.
Nor is lack of food the only hardship of the poor. To give a broader picture,
Robert McNamara, President of the World Bank, has suggested the term “absolute poverty.” The poverty we are familiar with in industrialized nations is
relative poverty—meaning that some citizens are poor, relative to the wealth
enjoyed by their neighbours. People living in relative poverty in Australia might
be quite comfortably off by comparison with old-age pensioners in Britain, and
British old-age pensioners are not poor in comparison with the poverty that
exists in Mali or Ethiopia. Absolute poverty, on the other hand, is poverty by
any standard. In McNamara’s words:
“Poverty at the absolute level ... is life at the very margin of existence.
“The absolute poor are severely deprived human beings struggling to
survive in a set of squalid and degraded circumstances almost beyond the
power of our sophisticated imaginations and privileged circumstances to
conceive.
“Compared to those fortunate enough to live in developed countries
individuals in the poorest nations have
“An infant mortality rate eight times higher”
“A life expectancy one-third lower
“An adult literacy rate 60% less
“A nutritional level, for one out of every two in the population, below
acceptable standards; and for millions of infants, less protein than is
sufficient to permit optimum development of the brain.”
And McNamara has summed up absolute poverty as:
“a condition. of life so characterized by malnutrition, illiteracy, disease,
squalid surroundings, high infant mortality and low life expectancy as to be
beneath any reasonable definition of human decency.”
Absolute poverty is, as McNamara has said, responsible for the loss of
countless lives, especially among infants and young children. When absolute
poverty does not cause death it still causes misery of a kind not often seen in the
affluent nations. Malnutrition in young children stunts both physical and mental
development. It has been estimated that the health, growth and learning capacity

of nearly half the young children in developing countries are affected by
malnutrition. Millions of people on poor diets suffer from deficiency diseases,
like goitre, or blindness caused by a lack of vitamin A. The food value of what
the poor eat is further reduced by parasites such as hookworm and ringworm,
which are endemic in conditions of poor sanitation and health education.
Death and disease apart, absolute poverty remains a miserable condition of
life, with inadequate food, shelter, clothing, sanitation, health services and education. According to World Bank estimates which define absolute poverty in
terms of income levels insufficient to provide adequate nutrition, something like
800 million people—almost 40% of the people of developing countries—live in
absolute poverty Absolute poverty is probably the principal cause of human
misery today.
This is the background situation, the. situation that prevails on our planet
all the time. It does not make headlines. People died from malnutrition and
related diseases yesterday, and more will die tomorrow. The occasional
droughts, cyclones, earthquakes and floods that take the lives of tens of
thousands in one place and at one time are more newsworthy. They add greatly
to the total amount of human suffering; but it is wrong to assume that when
there are no major calamities reported, all is well.
The problem is not that the world cannot produce enough to feed and
shelter its people. People in the poor-countries consume, on average, 400 lbs. of
grain a year, while North Americans average more than 2000 lbs. The difference
is caused by the fact that in the rich countries we feed most of our grain to
animals, converting it into meat, milk and eggs. Because this is an inefficient
process, wasting up to 95% of the food value of the animal feed, people in rich
countries are responsible for the consumption of far more food than those in
poor countries who eat few animal products. If we stopped feeding animals on
grains, soybeans and fishmeal the amount of food saved would—if distributed
to those who need it—be more than enough to end hunger throughout the
world.
These facts animal food do not mean that we can easily solve the world
food problem by cutting down on animal products, but they show that the
problem is essentially one of distribution rather than productions The world
does produce enough food. Moreover the poorer nations themselves could
produce her more if they made more use of improved agricultural techniques.
So why are people hungry? Poor people cannot afford to buy grain grown
by American farmers. Poor farmers cannot afford to buy improved seeds, or
fertilizers, or the machinery needed for drilling wells and pumping water. Only
by transferring some of the wealth of the developed nations to the poor of the
underdeveloped nations can the situation be changed.
That this wealth exists is clear. Against the picture of absolute poverty that
McNamara has painted, one might pose a picture of “absolute affluence.” Those
who are absolutely affluent are not necessarily affluent by comparison with their
neighbours, but they are affluent by any reasonable definition of human needs.
This means that they have more income than they need to provide themselves
adequately with all the basic necessities of life. After buying food, shelter,
clothing, necessary health services and education, the absolutely affluent are still
able to spend money on luxuries. The absolutely affluent choose their food for
the pleasures of the palate, not to stop hunger; they buy new clothes to look
fashionable, not to keep warm; they move house to be in a better

neighbourhood or have a play room for the children, not to keep out the rain;
and after all this there is still money to spend on books and records, colour
television, and overseas holidays.
At this stage I am making no ethical judgments about absolute affluence,
merely pointing out that it exists. Its defining characteristic is a significant
amount of income above the level necessary to provide for the basic human
needs of oneself and one's dependents. By this standard Western Europe, North
America, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and the oil-rich Middle Eastern states
are all absolutely affluent, and so are many, if not all, of their citizens. The USSR
and Eastern Europe might also be included on this list. To quote McNamara
once more:
The average citizen of a developed country enjoys wealth beyond the
wildest dreams of the one billion people in countries with per capita incomes
under $200 ....
These, therefore, are the countries—and individuals—who have wealth
which they could, without threatening their own basic welfare, transfer to the
absolutely poor.
At present, very little is being transferred. Members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries lead the way, giving an average of 2.1% of their
Gross National Product. Apart from them, only Sweden, the Netherlands and
Norway have reached the modest UN target of 0.7% of GNP. Britain gives
0.38% of its GNP in official development assistance and a small additional
amount in unofficial aid from voluntary organizations. The total comes to less
than £1 per month per person, and compares with 5.5% of GNP spent on
alcohol, and 3% on tobacco. Other, even wealthier nations, give still less:
Germany gives 0.27%, the United States 0.22% and Japan 0.21%.

The Moral Equivalent of Murder?
If these are the facts, we cannot avoid concluding that by not giving more
than we do, people in rich countries are allowing those in poor countries to
suffer from absolute poverty with consequent malnutrition, ill health and death.
This is not a conclusion which applies only to governments. It applies to each
absolutely affluent individual, for each of us has the opportunity to do
something about the situation; for instance, to give our time or money to
voluntary organizations like Oxfam, War on Want, Freedom from Hunger, and
so on. If, then, allowing someone to die is not intrinsically different from killing
someone, it would seem that we are all murderers.
Is this verdict too harsh? Many will reject it as self-evidently absurd. They
would sooner take it as showing that allowing to die cannot be equivalent to
killing than as showing that living in an affluent style without contributing to
Oxfam is ethically equivalent to going over to India and shooting a few peasants.
And no doubt, put as bluntly as that, the verdict is too harsh.
There are several significant differences between spending money on
luxuries instead of using it to save lives, and deliberately shooting people.
First, the motivation will normally be different. Those who deliberately
shoot others go out of their way to kill; they presumably want their victims dead,
from malice, sadism, or some equally unpleasant motive. A person who buys a
colour television set presumably wants to watch television in colour—not in
itself a terrible thing. At worst, spending money on luxuries instead of giving it

away indicates selfishness and indifference to the sufferings of others, characteristics which may be understandable but are not comparable with actual malice
or similar motives.
Second, it is not difficult for most of us to act in accordance with a rule
against killing people: it is, on the other hand, very difficult to obey a rule which
commands us to save all the lives we can. To live a comfortable, or even
luxurious life it is not necessary to kill anyone; but it is necessary to allow some
to die whom we might have saved, for the money that we need to live
comfortably could have been given away. Thus the duty to avoid killing is much
easier to discharge completely than the duty to save. Saving every life we could
would mean cutting our standard of living down to the bare essentials needed
to keep us alive.* [* Strictly, we would need to cut down to the minimum level compatible with

earning the income which, after providing for our needs, left us most to give away. Thus if my present
position cams me, say £10,000 a year, but requires me to spend £1,000 a year on dressing respectably and
maintaining a car, I cannot save more people by giving away the car and clothes if that will mean taking a
job which. although it does not involve me in these expenses, earns me only £5,000.]

To discharge this duty completely would require a degree of moral heroism
utterly different from what is required by mere avoidance of killing.
A third difference is the greater certainty of the outcome of shooting when
compared with not giving aid. If I point a loaded gun at someone and pull the
trigger, it is virtually certain that the person will be injured, if not killed; whereas
the money that I could give might be spent on a project that turns out to be
unsuccessful and helps no one.
Fourth, when people are shot there are identifiable individuals who have
been harmed. We can point to them and to their grieving families. When I buy
my colour television, I cannot know who my money would have saved if I bad
given it away. In a time of famine I may see dead bodies and grieving families
on my new television, and I might not doubt that my money would have saved
some of them; even then it is impossible to point to a body and say that had I
not bought the set, that person would have survived.
Fifth, it might be said that the plight of the hungry is not my doing, and so
I cannot be held responsible for it. The starving would have been starving if I
had never existed. If I kill, however, I am responsible for my victims’ deaths, for
those people would not have died if I had not killed them ....
Do the five differences not only explain, but also justify, our attitudes? Let
us consider them one by one:
1. Take the lack of an identifiable victim first. Suppose that I am a travelling
salesman, selling tinned food, and I learn that a batch of tins contains a
contaminant, the known effect of which when consumed is to double the risk
that the consumer will died from stomach cancer. Suppose I continue to sell the
tins. My decision may have no identifiable victims. Some of those who eat the
food will die from cancer. The proportion of consumers dying in this way will
be twice that of the community at large, but which among the consumers died
because they ate what I sold, and which would have contracted the disease
anyway? It is impossible to tell; but surely this impossibility makes my decision
no less reprehensible than it would have been had the contaminant had more
readily detectable, though equally fatal, effects.
2. The lack of certainty that by giving money I could save a life does reduce
the wrongness of not giving, by comparison with deliberate killing; but it is
insufficient to show that not giving is acceptable conduct. The motorist who

speeds through pedestrian crossings, heedless of anyone who might be on them,
is not a murderer. She may never actually hit a pedestrian; yet what she does is
very wrong indeed.
3. The notion of responsibility for acts rather than omissions is more
puzzling. On the one hand we feet ourselves to be under a greater obligation to
help those whose misfortunes we have caused. (It is for this reason that
advocates of overseas aid often argue that Western nations have created the
poverty of third World nations, through forms of economic exploitation which
go back to the colonial system.) On the other hand any consequentialist would
insist that we are responsible for all the consequences of our actions, and if a
consequence of my spending money on a luxury item is that someone dies, I am
responsible for that death. It is true that the person would have died even if I
had never existed, but what is the relevance of that? The fact is that I do exist,
and the consequentialist will say that our responsibilities derive from the world
as it is, not as it might have been.
One way of making sense of the nonconsequentialist view of responsibility
is by basing it on a theory of rights of the kind proposed by John Locke or, more
recently, Robert Nozick. If everyone has a right to life, and this right is a right
against others who might threaten my life, but not a right to assistance from
others when my life is in danger, then we can understand the feeling that we are
responsible for acting to kill but not for omitting to save. The former violates
the rights of others, the latter does not.
Should we accept such a theory of rights? If we build up our theory of rights
by imagining, as Locke and Nozick do, individuals living independently from
each other in a “state of nature,” it may seem natural to adopt a conception of
rights in which as long as each leaves the other alone, no rights are violated. I
might, on this view, quite properly have maintained my independent existence
if I had wished to do so. So if I do not make you any worse off than you would
have been if I had had nothing at all to do with you, how can I have violated
your rights? But why start from such an unhistorical, abstract and ultimately
inexplicable idea as an independent individual? We now know that our ancestors
were social beings long before they were human beings, and could not have
developed the abilities and capacities of human beings if they had not been social
beings first. In any case we are not, now, isolated individuals. If we consider
people living together in a community, it is less easy to assume that rights must
be restricted to rights against interference. We might, instead, adopt the view
that taking rights to life seriously is incompatible with standing by and watching
people die when one could easily save them.
4. What of the difference in motivation? That a person does not positively
wish for the death of another lessens the severity of the blame she deserves; but
not by as much as our present attitudes to giving aid suggest. The behaviour of
the speeding motorist is again comparable, for such motorists usually have no
desire at all to kill anyone. They merely enjoy speeding and are indifferent to the
consequences. Despite their lack of malice, those who kill with cars deserve not
only blame but also severe punishment.
5. Finally, the fact that to avoid killing people is normally not difficult,
whereas to save all one possibly could save is heroic, must make an important
difference.

The Argument for an Obligation to Assist

The path from the library at my university to the Humanities lecture theatre
passes a shallow ornamental pond. Suppose that on my way to give a lecture I
notice that a small child has fallen in and is in danger of drowning. Would
anyone deny that I ought to wade in and pull the child out? This will mean
getting my clothes muddy and either cancelling my lecture or delaying it until I
can find something dry to change into; but compared with the avoidable death
of a child this is insignificant.
A plausible principle that would support the judgment that I ought to pull
the child out is this: if it is in our power to prevent something very bad
happening, without thereby sacrificing anything of comparable moral
significance, we ought to do it. This principle seems uncontroversial. It will
obviously win the assent of consequentialists; but nonconsequentialists should
accept it too, because the injunction to prevent what is bad applies only when
nothing comparably significant is at stake. Thus the principle cannot lead to the
kinds of actions of which non-consequentialists strongly disapprove—serious
violations of individual rights, injustice, broken promises, and so on. If a nonconsequentialist regards any of these as comparable in moral significance to the
bad thing that is to be prevented, he will automatically regard the principle as
not applying in those cases in which the bad thing can only be prevented by
violating rights, doing injustice, breaking promises, or whatever else is at stake.
Most non-consequentialists hold that we ought to prevent what is bad and
promote what is good. Their dispute with consequentialists lies in their
insistence that this is not the sole ultimate ethical principle; that it is ethical
principle is not denied by any plausible ethical theory.
Nevertheless the uncontroversial appearance of the principle that we ought
to prevent what is bad when we can do so without sacrificing anything of
comparable moral significance is deceptive. If it were taken seriously and acted
upon, our lives and our world would be fundamentally changed. For the
principle applies, not just to rare situations in which one can save a child from a
pond, but to the everyday situation in which we can assist those living in absolute
poverty. In saying this I assume that absolute poverty, with its hunger and
malnutrition, lack of shelter, illiteracy, disease, high infant mortality and low life
expectancy, is a bad thing. And I assume that it is within the power of the
affluent to reduce absolute poverty, without sacrificing anything of comparable
moral significance. If these two assumptions and the principle we have been
discussing are correct, we have an obligation to help those in absolute poverty
which is no less strong than our obligation to rescue a drowning child from a
pond. Not to help would be wrong, whether or not it is intrinsically equivalent
to killing. Helping is not, as conventionally thought, a charitable act which it is
praiseworthy to do, but not wrong to omit; it is something that everyone ought
to do.
This is the argument for an obligation to assist.
Set out more formally, it would look like this.
First premise: If we can prevent something bad without sacrificing anything
of comparable significance, we ought to do it.
Second premise: Absolute poverty is bad.
Third premise: There is some absolute poverty we can prevent without
sacrificing anything of comparable moral significance.
Conclusion: We ought to prevent some absolute poverty.

The first premise is the substantive moral premise on which the argument
rests, and I have tried to show that it can be accepted by people who hold a
variety of ethical positions.
The second premise is unlikely to be challenged. Absolute poverty is, as
McNamara put it, “beneath any reasonable definition of human decency” and it
would be hard to find a plausible ethical view which did not regard it as a bad
thing.
The third premise is more controversial, even though it is cautiously
framed. It claims only that some absolute poverty can be prevented without the
sacrifice of anything of comparable moral significance. It thus avoids the
objection that any aid I can give is just “drops in the ocean,” for the point is not
whether my personal contribution will make any noticeable impression on world
poverty as a whole (of course it won’t) but whether it will prevent some poverty.
This is all the argument needs to sustain its conclusion, since the second premise
says that any absolute poverty is bad, and not merely the total amount of
absolute poverty. If without sacrificing anything of comparable moral
significance we can provide just one family with the means to raise itself out of
absolute poverty, the third premise is vindicated. I have left the notion of moral
significance unexamined in order to show that the argument does not depend
on any specific values or ethical principles. I think the third premise is true for
most people living in industrialized nations, on any defensible view of what is
morally significant. Our affluence means that we have income we can dispose
of without giving up the basic necessities of life, and we can use this income to
reduce absolute poverty. Just how much we will think ourselves obliged to give
up will depend on what we consider to be of comparable moral significance to
the poverty we could prevent: color television, stylish clothes, expensive dinners,
a sophisticated stereo system, overseas holidays, a (second?) car, a larger house,
private schools for our children. … For a utilitarian, none of these is likely to be
of comparable significance to the reduction of absolute poverty; and those who
are not utilitarians surely must, if they subscribe to the principle of
universalizability, accept that at least some of these things are of far less moral
significance than the absolute poverty that could be prevented by the money
they cost. …

Too High a Standard?
The final objection to the argument for an obligation to assist is that it sets a
standard so high that none but a saint could attain it. How many people can we
really expect to give away everything not comparable in moral significance to
the poverty their donation could relieve? For most of us, with commonsense
views about what is of moral significance, this would mean a life of real austerity.
Might it not be counterproductive to demand so much? Might not people say:
“As I can’t do what is morally required anyway, I won’t bother to give at all.” If,
however, we were to set a more realistic standard, people might make a genuine
effort to reach it. Thus setting a lower standard might actually result in more aid
being given.
It is important to get the status of this objection clear. Its accuracy as a
prediction of human behaviour is quite compatible with the argument that we
are obliged to give to the point at which by giving more we sacrifice something
of comparable moral significance. What would follow from the objection is that
public advocacy of this standard of giving is undesirable. It would mean that in
order to do the maximum to reduce absolute poverty, we should advocate a

standard lower than the amount we think people really ought to give. Of course
we ourselves—those of us who accept the original argument, with its higher
standard—would know that we ought to do more than we publicly propose
people ought to do, and we might actually give more than we urge others to
give. There is no inconsistency here, since in both our private and our public
behavior we are trying to do what will most reduce absolute poverty.
For a consequentialist, this apparent conflict between public and private
morality is always a possibility, and not in itself an indication that the underlying
principle is wrong. The consequences of a principle are one thing, the
consequences of publicly advocating it another.
Is it true that the standard set by our argument is so high as to be
counterproductive? There is not much evidence to go by, but discussions of the
argument, with students and others have led me to think it might be. On the
other hand the conventionally accepted standard—a few coins in a collection
tin when one is waved under your nose—is obviously far too low. What level
should we advocate? Any figure will be arbitrary but there may be something to
be said for a round percentage of one’s income like, say, 10%—more than a
token donation, yet not so high as to be beyond all but saints. (This figure has
the additional advantage of being reminiscent of the ancient tithe, or tenth,
which was traditionally given to the church, whose responsibilities included care
of the poor in one’s local community Perhaps the idea can be revived and
applied to the global community.) Some families, of course, will find 10% a
considerable strain on their finances. Others may be able to give more without
difficulty. No figure should be advocated as a rigid minimum or maximum; but
it seems safe to advocate that those earning average or above average incomes
in affluent societies, unless they have an unusually large number of dependents
or other special needs, ought to give a tenth of their income to reducing absolute
poverty. By any reasonable ethical standards this is the minimum we ought to
do, and we do wrong if we do less.
***
Source: Peter Singer, Practical Ethics (Cambridge University Press, 1979).

